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Please follow the steps outlined below when formatting the file to send to the HICSS-38 conference. Read the following carefully. The quality of the finished product largely depends on your cooperation and assistance at this particular stage of the publishing process. Paper language formatting: ALL MUST BE in English.
Manuscripts must not exceed 10 pages, disposable and two-cool. File format: All files must be presented in one of the following formats: Microsoft Word, WordPerfect, Rich Text Format, PageMaker, Freelance, FrameMaker, Word Pro, LaTeX w/DVI (I), or quarkXpress (i).  For documents created in formats that do not
embed the original files, include all the support files with the final manuscript in the folder.  This folder must then be placed in a compressed archive to be sent. File Name: Please name your paper using the first author's surname (e.g. smith.doc) formatting your paper. The entire text should be in the format of two columns
with one space. Please look at the sample in WORD.  See also a format sheet that shows the print fields and column positions. The total allowable width of the text area is 6-7/8 inches (17.5 cm) wide by 8-7/8 inches (22.54 cm) in height. The columns should be 3-1/4 inches (8.25 cm) wide, with 5/16 inches (0.8 cm)
space in between. The main title (on the first page) should start 1-3/8 inches (3.49 cm) from the top end of the page. The second and next pages should start 1.0 inches (2.54 cm) from the top edge. On all pages, the bottom line should be 1-1/8 inches (2.86 cm) from the bottom edge of the page for 8.5 x 11-inch paper;
for A4 paper, approximately 1-5/8 inches (4.13 cm) from the bottom edge of the page. 5. Fonts: Please note that Times New Roman is the preferred font. If you have to use another one, the following fonts are considered basic fonts, and you're advised to limit the font selection in this list. These fonts are automatically
installed using browsing software and become available to all documents included on the published CD without having to be included in individual PDF files. 1. AdobeSanMM 2.                  AdobeSerMM 3.                  Orial MT 4.                  Arial MT, Italian 5.                  Arial MT, Bold 6.                  Arial MT, Bold Italian
7.                  Courier 8.                  Courier, Italic 9.                  Courier, Bold 10.              Courier, Bold Italian 11.              Symbol 12.              Times New Roman PS MT 13.              Times New Roman PS MT, Italic 14.              Times New Roman PS MT, Bold 15.              Times New Roman PS MT, Bold 16. The use of
these fonts will reduce the size of the converted paper and speed up the display and printing of your paper to readers. In addition, the use of only these fonts provides a consistent view of all the materials on the published CD. If you choose to use fonts other than basic fonts, you should present your paper as a postscript
with built-in fonts. The built-in fonts will be saved during the conversion process. Including graphics/images, all images must be embedded in your document or included in your file as separate source files. The type of graphics you include will affect the quality and size of your paper on the documents' email drive.
Typically, the use of vector graphics, such as those produced by most presentation and drawing packages, can be used without care and encouraged. 1.Make sure that any text in the graph has a minimum point size of 4 points. Text below the minimum point size will not be readable in print. 2.Do use custom half-tones
(photos) and the template fills up. (In Lotus Freelance, the fill patterns are not converted to PDF, and white solid filling is replaced.) Instead, use hard-colored or gray fills to create a more readable document on the screen, which will also be downloaded and printed much faster. This is especially important for graphs and
graphs. 3.Do select Smooth Graphics. This option often produces extremely large files that will take a long time to display and print. The Smooth Graphics option is usually found in the Dialog Settings field in Macintosh apps and some Windows apps. If your paper contains many large images, they will be selected to
reduce their size during the conversion process. However, the automated process used will not always produce a better image, and you are advised to do it yourself in an image-based image. The use of beth-made images, such as those taken while scanning a photo, requires considerable storage space and should be
used with caution. Bitmap's graphics store the image as a series of numbers that represent the color of each dot in the image. Increasing the size, resolution (points per inch) or the number of colors in the image will significantly increase the size of the image. Suggestions for improving the quality of bitcard graphics
include: 1.In common, bitmapped images should be limited to no more than 256 (8 bits) color/grey scale, 150 points per inch, and should be as low as possible. 2.Reduce the number of display colors before taking screenshots. Most computer apps use fewer than 16 colors for their menus, conversations, etc. 3. which the
reader will increase. The resolution of bit-capture images does not increase when readers zoom in. The main name. The center name is 1-3/8 inches (3.49 cm) from edge of the first page. The name should be in the Times 14-point, bold type. Leave two blank lines after the title. Capitalization of the first letter of nouns,
pronouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs; do not capitalize articles, coordinate connections, or excuses (if the title starts with such a word). The author's (S) and affiliation (S) name should be centered under the title and printed in the Times 12-point, non-bold type. This information should be accompanied by two blank
lines. Abstract and basic text should be in the format of two columns. The abstract should be in a fully justified calculation of the text, at the top of the left column, below the author and information on affiliation. Leave two blank lines after the annotation, and then start the main text. Maximum length: 150 words Main text.
Enter the main text in the 10-point Times New Roman, one-off. Do not use double intervals. All paragraphs should be indentated make sure your text is fully justified - that is, flush left and flush to the right. Footnotes. Use footnotes sparingly and place them at the bottom of the column on the page they refer to. Use a 9-
point Times type, disposable. To help your readers, try to avoid using footnotes in general and incorporate the necessary peripheral observations into the text (in brackets, if you like, as in this sentence). Links. List and number all bibliographic references to the 9-point Times, disposable, at the end of your work. When
mentioned in the text, attach the citation number in brackets, for example. If necessary, include the name of the guides editors. Create documents in LaTeX (w/DVI) For documents created in formats that do not embed the original files, include all support files with the final manuscript in the folder. This folder must then be
placed in a compressed archive to be sent. LaTeX documents converted from TeX to PostScript or PDF typically contain fixed-resolution bit card fonts that do not print or display well on different printers and computers. Although Adobe Acrobat Distiller converts a PostScript file with bitmeiked fonts (level 3) into a PDF,
these fonts are displayed slowly and do not appear well on the screen in the resulting PDF file. But, if you use the type 1 version of the fonts you will get a compact file format that provides optimal font quality when used with any display screen, zoom mode, or printer resolution. Using Type 1 fonts with DVIPS Behavior
DVIPS Rokicki is to insert Type 3 bitmapped fonts. To embed font information, you need to access the type 1 versions you use in the documents. Computer Modern 1 fonts are available in the BaKoMa collection and from commercial vendors Before distributing files in embedded fonts, consult with a license agreement for
font font Some font providers do not allow full fonts to be inserted into a PDF or Post-Script file for public distribution. For more information, contact the type provider. You can insert all fonts included in the Adobe Type library. When you use LaTeX to ensure a decent conversion in PDF, you should only use built-in fonts.
Using Times fonts is highly recommended for consistency and readability both on screen and in print. With LaTeX2e, use the usepackage command and use the documentstyle command with LaTeX 2.09.... LaTeX users must submit the .dvi file and the graphics files (.eps) used to create the LaTeX document. If your
graphics files are not in the same folder as LaTeX (.tex), you need to create a compressed file with a stored folder structure. This is to ensure that when the files in the compressed folder are not compressed, the files are located where .dvi expects to find them. The best way to create your .tex is to have graphics files
located in the same folder as your .tex. So when you create a .dvi file, he will expect to find the graphics files in the same folder that it is located. And, it ensures that the compressed file will include all the necessary files to create. Pdf file. One of the most common problems with LaTeX is the lack of graphics files.
Materials should also include all LaTeX files and postscript output. If you can't submit your document in any of the electronic formats, or if we have trouble converting your electronic view, your document will be scanned and converted to a PDF for CD inclusion. Although the scanned paper looks identical to the original
when printed, it is slower and harder to view on the screen. If you plan to deliver your paper in a solid copy avoid fonts of less than 11 items. If the author does not have available type 1 fonts, you should use the following instructions: file A .dvi must be created from the LaTeX editor and must be submitted. All files used to
create the manuscript must also be submitted. For example, .sty, .aux, .cls, .tex, .bib, .bbl, .blg, .bst, .fig and .eps. The submitted files must be provided in the same catalog structure as the originally created. ICPI will not be responsible for creating the catalog structure. It is preferable that the files be presented in a
compressed file, such as .zip. Current IEEE LaTeX style sheets available in IEEE should be used. IEEETran.sty - required for LaTeX 2.09, the old version as a leaf style. IEEETran.cls - Required as a style sheet for LaTeX2e Authors must continue to limit their Times and Computer Modern fonts. Delivering your view
compresses your view. material is faster and easier if all files are collected in a single archive using one of the following formats: Pkzip (.zip) Tar (.tar) StuffIt StuffIt GNU Цип (.gz) GNU Цип Тар (.tgz) Сжатие (.z) Компресс Тар (.taz) LHA (.lhz) ARJ (.arj) (.arj)
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